






                                               TRANSFORMERS: The Colony




                                      Silence. Nothing but eerie silence echoed throughout the aging
                 structures, some in the process of crumbling, while others were already piles
                 of rubble. The light produced from the sun gave an eerie glow over the old
                 city, as the sun’s rays passed through both of the planet’s rings on it’s way to
                 the surface. Aside from the passage of time, the whole place was almost
                 exactly how he remembered it, and reminded him of home in a way. Looking
                 down at the entrance to a structure, he spotted the remains of a fallen robot.
                 Walking up to it, it became clear that there wasn’t much left.
                                      Only the upper torso had remained, with an arm missing, and
                 damage to the head. A partial Autobot insignia was visible on the ravaged
                 chest plate. He shook his head softly before moving on and exploring more.
                 “I wonder how many more of them I will find.” he muttered, unnerved by 
                 the discovery. He had been one of the lucky ones, having left the colony a
                 short time before the cosmic rust had broken out. He never returned, at that
                 time fearing infection and destruction. When news reached Cybertron of the
                 devastation, there was little that could be done. 
                                      Now, millions of years later, he had returned to see for himself
                 what had become of the planet Antilla and the failed Cybertronian colony.
                 To him, it was a way to remember the victims of the cosmic rust, and all that 
                 they had achieved before the devastation. Looking around, he marveled at the
                 early Cybertronian design that had gone into the structures. At the time that
                 this colony was being constructed, there had been a movement to revert to
                 pre-war design. The idea was that the Autobots that colonized this planet
                 would be far enough from the war to not worry about it, and they could build 
                 the new colony however they wished.
                                       As he walked through more of the city, the level of decay
                 became all too evident. With no upkeep for millions of years, the whole
                 colony was getting closer and closer to becoming a permanent pile of
                 rubble, if not dust. He could picture how everything had looked when it
                 was all new and awesome. Now, the colony and everything in it was little
                 more than a shadow of it’s past glory, it’s lifespan coming to a end.


                                      Escape from the cosmic rust had been futile, but some still
                 attempted to flee, to no avail. The landing pads had shuttles strewn about
                  them, untouched by time except for one that had been heavily damaged.
                  Walking up the boarding ramp of one of the shuttles, he made his way to
                  the flight deck, only to find the bodies of two Autobots, partially consumed
                  by the rust. Tapping the controls, he was surprised to see the main computer
                  come online, if only for a few seconds. “Must have been a residual power
                  flux.” he said. Unable to get it working again, he left the flight deck, and then
                  disembarked the small ship.
                                      Searches of two more intact shuttles revealed the same, minus
                  the bodies. The final ship that was heavily damaged was not worth exploring,
                  and was exposed to the outside, so he passed it by for the time being. The
                  comm tower was next for him to explore, and as he walked up to it, he 
                  marveled at how well it had stood the test of time, compared to the rest of
                  the structures. It was intact for the most part, only missing a few parts of
                  the communications array that it had once been adorned with.
                                      A look inside the main control area of the tower told a different
                  story. The computers and comm equipment were heavily damaged, with old
                  remnants of weapon burns on some of them. “Interesting.” he remarked, before
                  leaving the control room and exiting the tower. It became apparent to him that
                  there had been some kind of attack on the colony during evacuation, as more
                  installations and buildings showed evidence of weapons fire and carbon scoring.
                  He stopped to scan the damage pattern of one of the blastpoints. “Hmm.” he said.
                  “Not Cybertronian in origin.”
                                       Skystorm started pondering what the final hours were like, and
                  what had attacked the colony. “Trying to escape the cosmic rust, only to be
                  attacked by an unknown assailant. How quaint.” he mused. He didn’t envy
                  the position the colonists had been in, nor the struggle for survival they must
                  have had on their hands at the time. He continued on, wandering about the
                  last few areas of the colony, trying to learn more about it’s final moments. As
                  he explored the inside of a large former science laboratory, he noticed another
                  heavily damaged Autobot body, rusted and slumped over a large control panel.
                  He walked over to it, and pushed some rubble off it. The panel was marked
                  ‘Teleport Control’, and was also damaged.
                                       In front of the control panel was a metallic circle on the floor that
                  stood almost knee high, and was largely intact. “Teleporter?” he wondered
                  aloud. “I did not know that this colony had an operational teleportation device.”
                  he said. To his knowledge, there was no records of this ever having been built
                  or developed on this world. Skystorm tried to reactivate the controls, but had
                  little success. “The panel itself is wrecked, and the power generators are shot.”
                  he muttered. He had walked past the fusion generators earlier, and noticed that
                  the damage was too extreme to try to repair them. He turned away from the
                  control panel, and headed out of the laboratory.


                                       The loud creaking sound caught him somewhat off-guard, as he
                  wasn’t expecting anything to happen during his visit. He turned around to see
                  an old observation tower with metallic supports that were starting to give way
                  at the base. The ancient metal failed quickly, and the tower fell sideways, coming
                   in contact with the ground with a deafening thud. A dust cloud went up into
                   the air and eventually wafted away, leaving a large pile of rubble in it’s wake
                   where the tower and smaller structure once stood. “Perhaps it’s time that I was
                   leaving....” he mused, not wanting to see any more of the decay. Finding an open
                   area in the midst of the decaying rubble, Skystorm stood silent and focused his
                   thoughts and energies, creating a shimmering purple energy field that quickly
                   enveloped him, before disappearing shortly thereafter.


                                          “Re-colonize Antilla? You’re not serious....” began Minirod,
                   his voice trailing off as he turned to re-focus on his work. He had never heard
                   of anyone ever suggesting this. Antilla was considered a gravesite by most
                   Cybertronians, and was usually avoided because of this. “What would we hope
                   to gain by an attempted re-colonization?” he asked aloud, curiosity getting the
                   better of him. Skystorm’s answer was quick and to the point. “Strategic value
                   for one, never mind the existing infrastructure.” he finished. Minirod thought
                   about it for a few moments. “Perhaps. It would be an interesting place for a 
                   base, and if the hangar facilities are in as good a shape as you described, they
                   could be converted to a multi-us space port.”
                                           Skystorm nodded. “Indeed. Power could be tapped from the
                   planet’s core like he original colonists had intended to do before the cosmic
                   rust took over.” he explained. He had read somewhere that one of the reasons
                   that Antilla was chosen as a colony was because of said power source. The only
                   problem was how quickly everything was overcome from the cosmic rust before
                   the project was to be started. “When do we want to get started? I could have
                   three or four shuttles loaded with supplies and support in around four or five
                   megacycles.” he said, going over his inventories. “The only issue would be that
                   we would still need a handful of ships for the supply runs to other bases.” he
                   said, not wanting to divert too many resources.
                                           “Well,” began Skystorm, “There are at least five or six useable
                   shuttles on Antilla that only need a power transfer to make them operational
                   again.” Minirod tapped a few controls and brought up a design schematic of
                   older transport shuttles on his screen, going over them for a few moments. “We
                   could get them powered and set the autopilot to fly them to Cybertron, and after
                   a quick refit, they’d be ready to go.” he explained, while scrolling through the
                   schematic pages. Skystorm agreed. “Make it happen.” he ordered. Minirod nodded
                   and went about his business. “I’ll be in my lab.” remarked Skystorm, before
                   turning and leaving the command centre.


                                                                       *     *     *     *


                                            “START WORKING YOU PIECE OF SLAG!!!” shouted an
                   angry Minirod at the ancient shuttle. He had arrived on Antilla a little while back,
                   along with Ratchet, and the Constructor Squad. Three shuttles had been easily
                   brought online after a power transfer and sent off to Cybertron, while the other two
                   were proving difficult to repair. Ratchet re-entered the flight deck, after having
                   gone to the engine room to take stock of the ship’s systems. “The fusion generator
                   on this shuttle is shot. It’s not worth the time and effort.” he explained. Minirod
                   looked up from the main flight controls, his optics blinking once. “Alright. We’ll
                   leave it alone and try to fix the last one.” he said. Ratchet nodded, and left the
                   shuttle and exited it down the boarding ramp, heading to the last ship.
                                             Minirod soon followed, joining Ratchet and the Constructor
                   Squad, who were already working away. “This shouldn’t take long.” he said.
                   Minirod nodded and started accessing a console to effect some repairs. Not too
                   long afterwards, the power transfer was complete, and the hum of the fusion
                   generator was coursing through the shuttle. “Alright,” began Ratchet. “We’ll
                   set the autopilot, and follow it back to Cybertron in our ship.” he finished
                   Minirod agreed. “Sounds good. Let’s go.” he ordered.
                                             Within a cycle, they were all on their ship, blasting off with
                   the automated shuttle ahead of them. As both ships broke orbit and began on a
                   heading to Cybertron, the automated shuttle suddenly exploded violently for
                   no reason, with Minirod’s shuttle quickly passing through the small debris
                   field. “What the slag did that?” he asked aloud. Ratchet checked his controls.
                   “Sensors have noted an overload in the ship’s fusion reactor just before it blew
                   up.” he said, reading the telemetry. “Hmm. Perhaps the power matrix was
                   a little unstable. Oh well, we got three of them working.” he finished.
                                            

                                              “Not too shabby for ships that are a million years old.” remarked
                   Skystorm, admiring the design and lineage of the old shuttles. The design of the
                   newer ships had changed slightly over time, but the seemed to lack the character
                   of the older vessels. He was about to board the first ship and check the computer
                   systems, when the main hangar doors opened suddenly, another ship coming in to
                   land. It was Minirod’s ship. As the shuttle slowly landed on a vacant pad, Skystorm
                   walked over somewhat confused at seeing only one ship. 
                                               The landing ramp lowered, with Minirod and his crew disembarking.
                   “Where’s the other ship?” he asked Minirod impatiently. The answer was quick.
                   “It exploded shortly after we left orbit of Antilla. The fusion reactor overloaded.” he
                   explained. “Age may have been a factor.” Skystorm nodded. “Very well. Let’s get
                   this ship plus the three from Antilla loaded with supplies. The sooner we can get
                   back there and start work on the new base, the better.” he finished. Minirod and
                   Ratchet left to prepare the cargo, while the Constructor Squad went to prepare the
                   other ships. Skystorm headed off to the command centre to do some more research
                   on the original Antilla mission.
                                                 Megacycles ticked by as everyone had their tasks to complete.
                   Skystorm continued his research for a while, but didn’t find the information he had
                   been looking for. It wasn’t long before he headed back down to the hangar to
                   oversee the operations that were underway. With the three ships close to being
                   ready, the flight crews were boarding and preparing to depart. Skystorm would
                   be going on the trip, with Minirod staying behind this time to oversee Cybertron.
                   The Constructor Squad paired off to command two ships, while Ratchet joined
                   Skystorm on the third ship. The flight crews were kept to a minimum due to the
                    cargo transportation nature of the mission.
\                                                 Everyone was ready to depart, and all three ships were now
                    pointed at the open hangar door. “Contact!” said Ratchet, as he brought the old
                    ship’s engines to full power, and blasted off out of the hanger. The other two ships
                    soon followed, and all were breaking orbit in mere cycles. As the shuttles blasted
                    towards the ancient colony, Ratchet had set the controls on auto to check his own
                    progress on some new repair tools he had invented. He was more than happy to
                    admire his handiwork the whole trip, and wasn’t very talkative. Skystorm was
                    linked in to the Cybertron central database, still researching. He was trying to
                    find out about that teleportation device he found on the planet.
                                                  ‘I saw it, and yet all the records I found say that it doesn’t
                    exist.’ he thought to himself. Finally growing annoyed, he cut the data link, and
                    just sat there, hoping their arrival wasn’t long. He could have phase-shifted to
                    Antilla, but decided a shuttle trip would be more beneficial. “Sliding through
                    dimensions isn’t what it’s cracked up to be.” he said to himself. Just then, a 
                    warning light on the control panel started to beep and flash. “Alright Ratchet,
                    we’re about to enter Antillan orbit.” he mentioned. Ratchet acknowledged.
                    “Very well. Let’s get ready to land and commence out mission.” he said.
                                                   Both transformers worked the controls while contacting
                     the other two ships, and they began to descend. None of them were prepared
                     for what was waiting for them when they were in view of the landing strip.
                     “How....how is this possible??” asked Ratchet aloud, as the viewport was
                     filled with a colony that was brand new, and bustling with activity. There
                     was no rubble, no decay to speak of. The three ships landed quickly, and all
                     three crews disembarked to see clean, functional structures, with Autobots
                     moving around them, none of which paid any attention to the visitors.
                                                  “This isn’t possible.” started Skystorm. “This colony was
                     a million year old derelict, ready to collapse, and now it’s brand new with
                     Autobot activity?” he said confusedly. “How is this happening??” he asked
                     aloud, not expecting a response. The others just stared around in disbelief,
                     not knowing what to make of the whole situation. This long dead world was
                     now quite alive for no reason whatsoever.



                                                              TO BE CONTINUED......
